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With businesses gradually being released from
lockdown and staff returning to the workplace, now
is an ideal opportunity to carry out a review of
existing security plans and regimes. What worked
pre-Covid, may not be appropriate any longer.
Consideration must now be given to the inclusion
of Covid guidelines.
Some staff members may feel anxious about
returning to the workplace after a lengthy absence.
A review and update of security measures will not
only be expected, but will offer reassurance and
allay any concerns.
People have not seen crowded spaces for a
significant length of time and will be aware of the
threats that crowded spaces bring, not only from
Covid, but also the ever-present threat of terrorism.
Any slowing down of security procedures will
create queues of people, and this increases
vulnerability to these threats.
The threat from terrorism has not gone away and in
fact the ‘would-be’ terrorist has had time to plan
future activities.
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It is imperative that whilst security measures may need to change, they nevertheless need to be as effective as ever,
despite the new challenges presented by Covid.
An effective security operation is one that has a multi-layered approach which can adapt to meet new challenges
without disrupting business. A security regime which includes the use of detection dogs can assist in that
multi-layered security approach in many ways. The presence of dogs and handlers will reassure staff that
they are returning to a safe environment.
Canine security teams can complement security in the following ways:

SCREENING OR SEARCHING OF BAGS OR VEHICLES AWAY FROM/OR
OUTSIDE PREMISES
This works as an outer layer of security and provides a high visibility deterrent to those
intending to carry out hostile recognisance or terrorist acts. Vehicles can be searched by a dog
team very quickly without physical contact with security staff, reducing the threat from Covid.

SEARCHING OF BAGS AT ENTRY POINTS
Detection dogs, deployed on an extended lead, can screen a bag without the handler
encroaching on social distance guidelines. This method is non-intrusive and swift. It can avoid
any manual searches, thus speeding up entry points and safeguarding personnel/visitors. This
security method offers an effective inner layer of security.

SECURITY SCREENING OF PREMISES
Premises which have been empty or seldom used during lockdown, should be security
searched prior to re-occupation ensuring a safe working environment.
Contractors may have worked on the premises during lockdown, unauthorised visitors may
have gained access, or the insider threat may be a reality as a result of fewer people
frequenting the area. Do you really know who has had access to your facilities during lockdown
and how closely they were supervised?

There is a duty of care requirement in relation to the safety of employees (Health and Safety at
Work Act 1974) and a dog search prior to re-occupation would provide evidence of due
consideration being given to employee safety.
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A dog search is quick and provides an effective way of ensuring there are no threats from
explosive devices within the premises. These searches can be carried out at times which will
not impact business activities.

SECURITY SCREENING OF MAIL, PARCELS AND ITEMS DELIVERED BY
COURIER
This can be done in the same way as bags are searched/screened.
Consideration can be given to this process being carried out by dogs outside buildings to
reduce people-to-people contact.

HI VISIBILITY PATROLS INSIDE AND OUTSIDE PREMISES AND CAR PARKS
This again provides a highly visible deterrent to those intending to carry out hostile
recognisance or terrorist acts. It also provides some mitigation from Vehicle-Borne Improvised
Explosive Devices (VBIEDs).
Search dogs are an easily augmented resource in the event of an increase in threat levels.
They can quickly check unattended items or vehicles, allowing for the swift resolution of
incidents, with minimal disruption to business.
Cost savings have also included a reduction in insurance premiums; some of our clients, by
using Explosive Detection Dog Teams as part of their layered approach to security, have
managed to secure reduced insurance premiums.

USEFUL LINKS
The Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure’s (CPNI) advice on returning to the workplace is available
here. CPNI advice on procurement of Detection Dog services is available here.
The UK Government's public consultation on Protect Duty - This consultation considers how we might use legislation to
enhance the protection of publicly accessible locations across the UK from terrorist attacks and ensure organisational
preparedness. The Consultation document is available and worthy of consideration when reviewing the current provision
of security. Read here.
ICTS is the leading provider of all aspects of Canine Security Services, and we have played a pivotal role in establishing
the effective use of dogs within the Private Security Sector. We have contributed towards the setting of standards within
the discipline.
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Our Management Team welcomes the opportunity to provide free of charge site visits to assist with security reviews and
to provide specialist advice on canine subject matter.
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